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Newest StowAway 2 Hitch Mounted Cargo Carrier Allows for Easy Access to
Rear of the Vehicle

(PRWEB) May 6, 2000 -- Portland, OR-Ironwood Pacific, Inc., manufacturer of the StowAwayÂ®2Cargo
Carriers for SUVs, vans, and RVs, today announced immediate availability of its innovative new Swingaway
frame model. The Swingaway model pivots open to allow the user easy access to the rear of their vehicle,
without having to remove the StowAwayÂ®2 from the receiver hitch.

The StowAwayÂ®2Cargo Carrier offers the traveler the additional space that they often need for their luggage
and gear. By fitting directly into the vehicleÂ�s rear receiver hitch, the StowAwayÂ®2offers far better
accessibility than rooftop racks, while avoiding the wind drag effect associated with rooftop designs. The new
Swingaway model also offers clear access to the vehicleÂ�s rear storage, by pivoting out away from the
vehicle.
Â�The Swingaway model includes all of the winning features and contemporary styling of the original
StowAwayÂ®2,with the added convenience of the swing out feature, Â� said Jim Stewart, President of
Ironwood Pacific, Inc. Â�Sport Utility Vehicle owners have expressed strong interest in the Swingaway model
at regional trade shows, and we expect it to become our best selling model.Â�

With prices ranging from $399 to$499, and features such as a lockable latch, full function taillights, and four
frame options, the StowAwayÂ®2Cargo Carriers offer outstanding value to the SUV,van or RV owner. The
StowAwayÂ®2Â�s contemporary, yet functional design makes it ideal for a wide range of outdoor and travel
applications.

Founded in 1994, Ironwood Pacific, Inc. is a leading edge manufacturer of outdoor recreational products. The
company offers a wide range of marine products as well as four models of the StowAwayÂ®2Cargo Carrier.
Their mission is to create high quality outdoor recreational products for lifestyles that demand performance.
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Contact Information
Cynthia Johnson
Ironwood Pacific, Inc.

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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